Corrective Action
Management

Automating
Corrective Action
for Better Risk
Mitigation

Fast corrective action is key to the health of your quality programs and brand
protection. The longer it takes to fix an issue, the more likely it is that the issue will
grow into a bigger problem. Additionally, corrective action data can “expire” quickly,
meaning you may be using time and energy fixing only part of the problem or even
the wrong problem if you don’t act immediately.
RizePoint’s Corrective Action Management feature helps you act fast when an audit
question fails or nonconformities are otherwise detected. You’ll start by setting
triggers that will automatically notify stakeholders and send workflows to the right
workers when an issue arises. From there, it’s easy to set timelines and track progress
until all tasks are complete. It’s a time-saving tool within a comprehensive quality
management software that will quickly become key to your corrective actionpreventive action (CAPA) efforts.

[RizePoint] has helped us improve operations,
“
and based on my experience, I know it would be
an essential tool for other organizations too.
”
Chris Belmont | Director of Operations
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Features

Benefits

Alert Automation

Create Custom Workflows

Set triggers and assign timelines
for audit questions or critical
control points to immediately
notify stakeholders and workers
to begin corrective action.

Tailor each workflow to ensure
all steps for corrective action
are both right for your business
and are clear for workers and
stakeholders alike.

Overview Dashboards

Spot Trends

Track all corrective action
activities in one place to ensure
issues are completely resolved in a
timely manner.

Store and analyze historical
corrective action data so you can
spot trends as a key component
of your preventive action efforts.

Stakeholder Sign-offs

Save Time

Keep clear, corrective action
records with manager
or stakeholder approval
functionalities built right into
the software.

Use automation to save
time so you can spend more
effort refining your entire
CAPA program and driving
improvement.

For more information, please contact
us at info@rizepoint.com or
888.313.7095.

RizePoint can help you go from reactive
to proactive as you manage your quality,
safety, and supplier programs.
Our quality management software
empowers you to collect and analyze
meaningful data so you can spot trends
and improve results.
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